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• Distinct & successful society 
• Secret of their success?

• Danishness!

Copenhagen: The Happy and Green City

▪ Welcome, thanks for attending 

▪ We will be reviewing one of the world’s happiest countries and it’s greenest 

city - Copenhagen

▪ Denmark is noted for being among the happiest and most progressive 

countries.

▪ Although once known for their pork, their modern mantle is innovation in 

clean and sustainable energy and awesome architecture. 

• It’s a great place to appreciate the rise and fall of nations

• Vikings from Denmark conquered this part of world

• Denmark ruled Scandinavia under Kalmar Union

• Then Sweden rose to power in 17th

• In Finland, Sweden was displaced by Russia – who grew  into USSR 

superpower

• USSR collapsed – rest of Scandinavia rose again to top prosperity

• Tiny Estonia – escaped communism and embraced democracy

• In summary, Denmark tops the charts – not in size or hard military power, but in 

happiness and environmental  sustainability – soft power
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Story of Copenhagen - "buyer's haven“ and 
ruler of Scandinavia 
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The Story of Copenhagen

• 500-year old capital, home of oldest (over 1000 years) monarchy

• Centuries as strategic center of Scandinavia and ruler over Scandinavia

• 1.7 million population hub of strong European state

• Noted for beer, butter, biscuits and bacon  

• High ranking - Prosperous and progressive

• World’s greenest and happiest city

• Historic, cruiser-friendly city much to admire

• Copenhagen - capital largest city of Denmark

• Originally a Viking fishing village has suffered 18th century plague, 19th century fire 

and Horatio Nelson’s bombardment

• Now, with the  Øresund Bridge is linked to Sweden

• Cityscape of parks, promenades and waterfronts plus palaces, gardens, and Tivoli 

park
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Danes once on top, had many 
losses and turned inward

◼ 1397-1520: Kalmar Union ruled Scandinavia

◼ 1520-1658: Swedes bolted took more area

◼ 1801-7: Brits couldn’t avert fall to France

◼ 1814: Lost Norway to Sweden

◼ 1864: Lost 1/3 to Germans, but reclaimed sea

◼ 1943: WW II Nazi occupation & holocaust 

◼ Upshot: Made more tightly knit & insular
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“What was lost without will be found within”

Danes once on top, had many losses and turned inward. 

• Ruled all of Scandinavia during the Kalmar Union of 1397

• Kalmar Union lasted until 1520 when Sweden left

• Treaty of Roskilde of 1658 Danes were forced by  Swedes to give up further area 

• 1801 and again in 1807, British attacked Copenhagen to prevent it from falling to 

French but had the opposite effect

• 1814 - lost Norway to Sweden

• 1864 the Danes lost one-third  of  their territory and population to the Germans. Even 

toyed with German Confederation.

• 1943 - Offered little resistance to German  WWII occupation and became a pliable 

satellite

• These losses bound Danes more tightly together and look inward

• Danes most famous saying is “what was lost without will be found within”
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Michael Booth, The Almost Nearly Perfect People , p. 20-23
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Hans Christian Andersen (1805-75): Best-known Dane of fairy tale 

fame

• Captures irony of Danes, ups and downs of life

• Illustrates that Danes often hard to understand -- saying opposite of 

what they think

• Story of Little Mermaid: Saves shipwrecked prince but fails to win his 

love and throws herself into the sea. But miraculously carried away by 

the mermaids of the air as a reward for her long suffering love

• Story of Ugly Duckling: captures  irony of Danes to take the ups and 

downs of life and Danes often hard to understand -- saying opposite of 

what they think. Travails then success of the ugly duckling is 

autobiographical of Hans Christian Andersen’s failures as dancer and 

singer before becoming author. 
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Hans Christian Andersen (1805-75): 
Best-known Dane of fairy tale fame

◼ Captures irony of Danes, ups & downs of life

◼ Illustrates that Danes often hard to understand 
-- saying opposite of what they think

Little Mermaid 



Success due to Strategic location
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Greenland

Geostrategic location

• Year-round access to the seas

• Situated on vital water route to the Baltics

• But vulnerable to attack from both land and sea

• Guards Russia’s warm water access to the rest of the world

• Edge of Germany

• Has flat, tillable, and fertile lands

• Moderate climate

• Although small in size-with 5 million population

• Ranks 130th in size – but Greenland, the world’s largest island and 50 

times bigger is a constituent territory
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Success also due to progressiveness

▪ 1625: First Stock Exchange 

▪ 1788: Liberated peasants

▪ 1793: 1st in Europe to prohibit slave trading 

▪ 1849: Peaceful move toward democracy

▪ 1850s: 1st free national primary schools in Europe 

▪ 1910: Value-added switch from corn to pigs

▪ 1915: Women vote

▪ 1930s: Early welfare to ease Great Depression

▪ 1971: 1st Ministry of Environment

▪ 1990s: Flexi-curity: flexible job market, yet security

▪ Today: Leader in Sustainability 
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Danish success not solely due to geography but history of socio-economic 

progressiveness

▪1625: First Stock Exchange 

▪1788: Liberated peasants

▪1793: First in Europe to prohibit slave trading 

▪1849: Peaceful move toward democracy

▪1850s: First free nation-wide primary schools in Europe 

▪1910: Switched from corn to pigs to boost income 

▪1915: Enfranchised women

▪1930s: Welfare state to ease Great Depression

▪1971: First to establish a Ministry of Environment

▪1990s: Flexi-curity – flexible job market, yet security

▪Today: Leader in Sustainability
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Great Star: Moated Old Citadel (Kastellet) of 1660s

• Purpose protect Copenhagen seaside

• 1658-60, Swedish siege: Damaged but rebuilt 

• 1807 Battle of Copenhagen: British took Danish fleet to keep from 
Napoleon

• 1940 – Germans captured without resistance in WW II

• Impressive and still used fort - Europe's oldest 
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Resilience – Moated Citadel (pentagon)
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• 1658-60: Swedish siege damaged but rebuilt 
• 1807: British took fleet to pre-empt Napoleon
• 1940: Germans captured WW II
• Today: Still in use
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Great Danes!

High taxes!

Indicator Rank

Low corruption 1

Happiness 2

Environmental 3

Prosperity 5

Competitiveness 10

Education (PISA) 17

Equality  18

Per Capita GDP 22

Life Expectancy 47

Total GDP 58

Tax GDP(51%) 176

Denmark's global 

rankings, 2018

Denmark ranks near the top of major social indicators

• For decades was the worlds most happy country, but recently lost the 

title to Finland

• It’s not only happy, but prosperous, good schools, and very little 

corruption – actually very best on corruption index

• Competitive economy in international trade, suggesting the overall 

productivity of its economy

• Taxes 51% of GDP compared to 27% for the US and 34% for UK.

• Yet, despite high taxes, Danes maintain happiness and prosperity

• High taxes support a generous health, welfare and education system 

which contributes to overall income equality – far more equal than US or 

UK
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Law of Jante: 
Equality, conformity and modesty

◼ You shall not believe that you 
are someone.

◼ You shall not believe that you 
are as good as we are.

◼ You shall not believe that you 
are any wiser than we are.

◼ You shall not believe that you 
are more important than we are.  

9Frown on flouting wealth

Law of Jante 

Equality, conformity and modesty

• Based upon a notorious book of 18th century of Danish rural life

• Although fading, law of Jante still widely found - emphasizes equality, 

conformity and modesty:

1. You shall not believe that you are someone.

2. You shall not believe that you are as good as we are.

3. You shall not believe that you are any wiser than we are.

4. You shall not believe that you are more important than we are.  ….

Working hard to get rich and then exhibiting your success is still very 

much disapproved of in Denmark. 
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Michael Booth, The Almost Nearly 
Perfect People , p. 83



Danish art of happiness -

10“Coziness” or “Hominess” and “Contented” 

Danish art of happiness -

• So what is hygge? Word isn’t exactly translatable, the closest analog might be 

“coziness,” or “hominess.”  or “comfortable conviviality” with feelings of wellness and 

contentment.

• It involves - slowing down and smelling the roses, appreciating the small things and 

seeing the beauty in everyday moments.

• Things That Are Hygge:

• Candles, pillows, kettle of Tea, cocoa, or mulled wine

• Spending  time with family and friends, without distraction or stress of daily life

• Comfort food - Cakes, stews, porridges, home-baked bread. 

• Strolls in the woods, Comfy chairs, Fireplaces, 

• Books, Big sweaters, Picnics, Trust, Christmas, Wool socks, Gardens, Dogs, 

Popcorn, Pajamas, Hot chocolate with marshmallows

• Hygge is "a form of everyday togetherness“ – an atmosphere that promotes 

wellbeing"
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Tivoli Gardens – Inspired Disney 

• Tivoli Gardens – convinced both the King and Disney

• Tivoli Gardens amusement park opened in 1843. 

• One of oldest and most popular seasonal in the world. 

• Authorized by convincing King Christian VIII (r. 1839-48) 
that "when the people are amusing themselves, they do 
not think about politics".

• Walt Disney emulated its "happy and unbuttoned air of 
relaxed fun.“

• Thus,  Tivoli conspired with King to divert people’s 
attention from politics and inspired Disney to spread 
Danish happiness to Americans
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Tivoli Gardens: Happy and unbuttoned 
air of relaxed fun“
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“When the people are amusing themselves, they do not 
think about politics“ - Danish King 



Danishness?

◼ Humble Pride: From unpromising to 
successful

◼ Resourcefulness: “What was lost 
without will be found within”

◼ Contentment:

◼ Grateful for available

◼ Cherish simple pleasures 12

What is source of Danishness?

• Reclamation and drainage, has replaced land lost to Germany

• Cultural “Golden age” of the mid-19th century were “learning how to do 

what they still do best: to be grateful for, and make the most of, the 

resources available to them; to cherish the simple pleasures of 

communities; to celebrate their Danishness; and, above all, to avoid 

annoying the Germans.”

• Have a humble pride - a small country of 5 million people without 

mountains or waterfalls you can cross 4 hours in the car. 

• But pride of wind turbine industry, absence of poverty,  free education 

and health,  and generous benefits

• Seen as most trustworthy and equal people in the world.
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Michael Booth, The Almost Nearly Perfect People – Behind 
the Myth of the Scandinavian Utopia, pages  24-5.



If so equalitarian and democratic, why 
still monarchies?
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Sweden DenmarkNorway

Illogical, but don’t do much, have little real 
power, beautiful to see, still popular

If so equalitarian and democratic, why still have monarchies?

• Scandinavia is democratic, meritocratic, and equalitarian, so why do 

Sweden, Denmark and Norway have monarchies? (Finland, Nordic not 

Scandinavian, has never had one)

• Illogical, but they don’t do much – (as little as 6 hours/year!) and have 

little real power

• Beautiful to see, might attract tourists and may ironically dampen the 

elite – putting a lid on them

• There is a Scandinavian Republican movement-to oppose the 

monarchy, but it’s small and monarchy is not currently threatened 

despite their cost. 

• Scandinavians argue that a president would cost money too. 
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Michael Booth, The Almost Nearly Perfect People , p. 356



Like a Bumble Bee – Can’t fly 
but does!

◼ High taxes: But little gripe & low inequality

◼ Virtually free education & healthcare

◼ High wages & benefits: Yet competitive on world market

◼ Monarchy but upward mobility: Better than US or Britain

Flexi-curity (Flexibility + Security): 

◼ Can dismiss employees and adjust to changing markets

◼ Generous unemployment benefits, retraining

◼ Aid transition to new jobs rather than preserving old jobs 
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How Do Danish Do It?

Like a Bumble Bee – Can’t fly but does!

• Scientists say the bumble should not be able to fly, they also say a 

country with big government and generous welfare should not be 

successful 

• Large government & high taxes: But little gripe & low inequality

• Generous public services: Virtually free education & healthcare

• High wages & benefits: Yet competitive on world market

• Gender equality: Female employment, male maternity leave

• Upward mobility: Better than US or Britain

How Do the Danish Do It?

Flexi-curity (Flexibility + Security): 

• Can dismiss employees and adjust to changing markets

• Generous unemployment benefits, retraining

• Support transition to new jobs rather than preserving old jobs 

14
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Green Denmark - Great at peddling & wind turbines 

• Copenhagen -one of the world's most environmentally 
friendly cities

• Water in inner harbour so clean can be used for 
swimming

• Over 1/3 commute to work by bicycle

• Pioneered developing commercial wind power and a 
world leader in wind turbines 

• Wind power – 41% electricity from wind – most in world

• 30% of all energy from renewable sources

• Vestas Wind Systems, a Danish company, largest wind turbine 
company with 57,000 installed in 70 countries

15

Very Green – Bikes & wind 
turbines + Very Trusting!
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1/3 bike to work 
Pioneers - 41% 
wind electricity 
most in world

Highest 
Trust in 
others

Political change: New PM replaces populist and anti-immigration 
Party and vows to cut emissions 70% by 2030 
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Dazzling Modern Danish Designs

• Copenhagen has some dazzling modern architecture and structures

• Copenhagen Opera House (2004) among the most modern and 
most expensive in world – $½ billion

• Öresund Bridge (1999) – combined railway and motorway bridge 
stretches 5 miles from Copenhagen to Malmo Sweden - longest 
combined bridge in Europe 
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Dazzling Designs

Øresund Bridge (1999)
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Opera House (2004)

One of most modern and 
expensive – $½ bil.

Europe’s longest 
combined railway and 
motorway bridge - 5 

miles



Danishness - Conclusions

◼ Green - clean energy and sleek designs

◼ Small, flat, open, prosperous, happy state

◼ Flexi-curity: Balance of market & social 
security

◼ Society works well – orderly but not rigid

◼ Bottomline? Most Danes can’t think of 
a better place to live
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Next lecture Sunday, Jun 30 at 3:15 -
Scandinavia – A Northern Light

Danishness – Conclusions

(The Danish word for Danish is Vienna Bread!)

• Small, flat, open, prosperous, happy state

• Leader in clean energy and urban architecture

• Flexi-curity- Balance of market & social security

• Bottomline? Most Danes can’t think of a better place to live

• I'm struck by how well this society works — with an orderliness 
without rigidity, its sleek sense of design, and a general calmness. It's 
balanced. It seems they've got a system that works and the good 
sense to enjoy it. – Rick Steves

• Thanks for coming. Hope to see you at my next lecture
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Appendix
Supplemental slides with  

with background 
information and data
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Why Danes are great? 
Almost nearly perfect policy

◼ Equality and social mobility

◼ Trusting and cohesion

◼ Open and engaged - access to sea

◼ Foreign participation & assistance

◼ Law abiding – low crime

◼ Early education and childcare  

◼ Aid needy - less class conscious – don’t flaunt 

◼ Adaptable – quick crisis recoveries

◼ Environmental - like outdoors & nature, bikers 

◼ Good stewards of resources and oil wealth
19

Almost nearly perfect public policy

◼ High equality and social mobility

◼ High levels of trust and cohesion

◼ Open and engaged - access to sea

◼ High foreign participation & assistance

◼ Law abiding – lower crime

◼ Excellent early education and childcare  

◼ Aid needy - less class conscious – don’t flaunt 

◼ Ability to adjust and adapt – quick crisis recoveries

◼ Sensitive to environment - like outdoors & nature 

◼ Good stewards of resources and oil wealth

19
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Country
Prosperity 

Index

Happiness 

Index

Education 

(PISA) 

Life 

Expectancy

Corruption 

Index
HDI

 Denmark 5 2 17 47 1 11
 Finland 3 1 8 31 3 12

 Norway 1 3 17 21 7 1

 Sweden 6 7 25 16 3 7

 Estonia 26 55 5 83 18 30

 Netherlands 9 5 13 26 8 10

 Russia 96 68 28 154 138 49

UK 7 15 23 35 12 14

US 17 19 31 43 22 13

Rankings of Social Indicators

Source: Indicators latest year available in Wikipedia,  April 2019, mostly 2018

Great Danes!

Denmark ranks near the top of major social indicators

• For decades was the worlds most happy country, but recently lost the 

title to Finland

• It’s not only happy, but prosperous, good schools, and very little 

corruption – actually very best on corruption index

• Denmark ranks higher than other Western Countries such as UK and US

• For most social indicators, clearly rank far ahead of Russia and Estonia

• Denmark ranks high in Lifestyle Magazines' list of 25 Best countries to 

live in. 
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Country

Per Capita 

GDP (PPP) 

Rank

Inequality 

(Gini) 

Rank 

Competi

tiveness  

Rank

Military 

% GDP 

Tax % 

GDP

 Denmark 22 18 10 1.2 51
 Finland 27 10 11 1.4 54

 Norway 7 12 16 1.6 55

 Sweden 18 13 9 1.0 50

 Estonia 43 56 32 2.1 32

 Netherlands 14 19 6 1.2 40

 Russia 53 82 43 4.3 20

UK 29 55 8 1.8 34

US 12 105 1 3.1 27

Economic Indicators for Nordic Area

Source: Indicators latest year available in Wikipedia,  April 2019, mostly 2018

Economic indicators for the Danes 

• Not only do the Danes rank high in social indicators, it also ranks high in 

many of the economic indicators such as per capita GDP and have low 

income inequality.

• Denmark has a competitive economy in international trade, suggesting 

the overall productivity of its economy

• Danes, as do other Nordics, devote a relatively small proportion of their 

economy to military – much less than 2%.

• Also should note that the Nordic countries high taxes – Danes taxes are 

51% of GDP compared to 27% for the US and 34% for UK.

• Yet, despite these high taxes, the Danes maintain their happiness and 

prosperity

• The high taxes support a generous health, welfare and education system 

which contributes to overall income equality – far more equal than US or 

UK
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Early success = 
Location+Progressiveness+Resilience+Ambition

◼ Kalmar Union

◼ Pioneers in 
banking and 
finance

◼ Open trade 
center
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Stock Exchange: Twisted dragon-spire - 3 golden crowns 
symbolizes Kalmar Union of Denmark, Sweden & Norway

• Copenhagen’s Old Stock Exchange – Ambition to open economy

• Børsen (The Stock Exchange)- impressive building in central Copenhagen

• Built by King Christian IV during 1618 - 1624 as a symbol of Copenhagen as a trade 

centre and metropolis.

• Famous for its "dragonspire.- shaped as the tails of four dragons twined together to 

guard the building against fire and enemies.

• Above the spire are three crowns, symbolizing the then united kingdoms of 

Denmark, Sweden and Norway. 

• Originally housed the Danish stock-market until 1974, but today owned by the 

Chamber of Commerce and is not a museum. 
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http://www.copenhagenet.dk/cph-map/cph-stock-exchange.asp



Statue of Frederick V 24

Royal Absolutism:  Responsible only to God

Royal Absolutism:  Responsible only to God

◼ Fredrick V (r. 1746-76) - equestrian statue of Frederick V dressed in 
the garb of a Roman emperor 

◼ Sweden's 1521 secession from Kalmar Union, which Denmark led,  led 
to civil war and Reformation 

◼ High Council ( Rigsraad) - abolished in 1660 - became  absolutist 
state and hereditary monarchy

◼ All power held by king, who was only responsible to God
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Amalienborg Square - four 
identical palaces of 1749
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Amalienborg Square - four identical palaces of 1749

• Built for families of chosen nobility
• Exempted from taxes and duties
• Though royalty remains – democracy reigns
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Symbol of societal change  
Fountain of Charity – Old Square
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The Charity Fountain –
Gammeltorv (Old Square)

Symbol of societal change  Fountain of Charity – Old Square

◼ Charity or Irony? Pregnant woman squirting water from her breasts 
next to a boy urinating 

◼ Victorians "corked" and put on pedestal to hide

◼ Today – Danes are relaxed, casual and tolerant – uncorked, not 
prudish
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